Rev. 78: 763-781, 1998.-The three-dimensional intracellular network formed by the filamentous polymers comprising the cytoskeletal affects the way cells sense their extracellular environment and respond to stimuli. Because the cytoskeleton is viscoelastic, it provides a continuous mechanical coupling throughout the cell that changes as the cytoskeleton remodels. Such mechanical effects, based on network formation, can influence ion channel activity at the plasma membrane of cells and may conduct mechanical stresses from the cell membrane to internal organelles. As a result, both rapid responses such as changes in intracellular Ca 2/ and slower responses such as gene transcription or the onset of apoptosis can be elicited or modulated by mechanical perturbations. In addition to mechanical features, the cytoskeleton also provides a large negatively charged surface on which many signaling molecules including protein and lipid kinases, phospholipases, and GTPases localize in response to activation of specific transmembrane receptors. The resulting spatial localization and concomitant change in enzymatic activity can alter the magnitude and limit the range of intracellular signaling events.
ied and are the subject of several recent reviews (42, 44, I. INTRODUCTION 209, 214, 253) . The cytoskeleton undoubtedly regulates cellular meThe cytoskeleton is a filamentous network of F-actin, chanics, but there are probably other important functions microtubules, and intermediate filaments (IFs) composed of this ubiquitous and extensive organelle. Independent of of one of three chemically distinct subunits, actin, tubulin, its mechanical strength, the filaments of the cytoskeleton or one of several classes of IF protein (20, 191) . Modula-form a continuous, dynamic connection between nearly tion of the cytoskeletal network changes the mechanical all cellular structures, and they present an enormous surproperties of the cell that are essential for functions such face area on which proteins and other cytoplasmic comas locomotion (151, 209) and cytokinesis (61). The fila-ponents can dock. To put this feature in perspective, the mentous cytoskeletal network also provides a scaffolding surface area of the plasma membrane of a 20-mm-diameter on which motor proteins such as kinesin, dynein, and cell is on the order of 700 mm 2 , and the total surface of myosin can translocate to move organelles or generate all cytoplasmically disposed lipid bilayers is Ç10 times internal stress. The transmembrane receptors and intra-this area. In contrast, the total surface area of a typical cellular signals producing cytoskeletal changes in re-concentration of 10 mg/ml F-actin in such a 20-mm cell is 47,000 mm 2 , and an approximately equal area is presented sponse to extracellular stimuli have been extensely stud-by microtubules and IFs. This large surface, along with field (10, 99, 173). Transmembrane protein complexes that link cells to each other or to the extracellular matrix not the high negative electrostatic charge density of all cytoskeletal filaments (107, 212, 213) , presents a strong po-only link the cell membrane to the actin or IF cytoskeleton but also localize and activate signaling molecules that tential for localization and immobilization of cytoplasmic components.
ultimately lead to changes in cell structure and gene expression. Signaling events at these membrane sites have On one hand, some proteins bind to the cytoskeleton received several excellent recent reviews to which the to alter its assembly in response to cellular signals. On reader is referred for detailed discussion (5, 10, 15, 38, the other hand, probably hundreds of proteins copurify 226, 245) . with the cytoskeleton of detergent-permeabilized cells, This review focuses on those aspects of signal transoften to an extent that depends on activation of specific duction that depend on the unique capacity of the cycellular signals. Many such proteins have been shown to toskeleton to form a continuous three-dimensional netbind purified F-actin or other cytoskeletal filaments in work. One consequence of network formation is the estabvitro with affinities characterized by micromolar dissocialishment of an elastic structure by which mechanical tion constants. Because the cytoplasmic concentration of stimuli can be sensed and transmitted. Such a mechanical actin and other cytoskeletal filaments is on the order of continuity is likely to be required for cells such as endo-10-100 mM, a major fraction of such proteins would be thelial cells to respond to fluid shear stress, as reviewed expected to bind the cytoskeleton in vivo.
in References 48 and 49. Another consequence of polymerWith regard to the complexity of the cytoskeleton, ization and network formation is the potential for spatial the intricate association of one filament type with ansegregation either to prevent or enhance the reaction of other, and the relatively high concentration of the cycytoskeleton-associated enzymes with their targets. The toskeletal proteins, various criteria have been used to chemical and physical properties of the cytoskeleton sugdefine instances where the cytoskeleton binds or othgest that it may have subtle and important effects on the erwise alters elements of signal transduction pathway in which information is passed from points at the ways. In many cases, linkage of a signaling molecule cell membrane to structures deep within the cytoplasm to the cytoskeleton is detected by sedimentation from or the nucleus (62, 63). detergent-permeabilized cell extracts under conditions where it would, in the absence of the cytoskeleton, remain in the supernatant. Such data are often supple-II. LOCALIZATION OF ENZYMATIC ACTIVITIES mented by finding that the coprecipitation with the TO THE CYTOSKELETON cytoskeleton depends on whether the cell is activated by specific agonists, or that selective disruption of cytoskeletal elements alters its solubility. Whether co-A. Glycolytic Enzymes precipitation depends only on proteins of the cytoskeleton is often difficult to ascertain because complexes Among the longest known and best-characterized such as focal adhesions (29) , cell-cell junctions (142) , cytoskeleton-binding proteins are glycolytic enzymes and caveoli (53, 135, 136, 171, 246) appear to be sites (4) . Although these enzymes are not usually considered involving both cytoskeletal proteins and membrane as central to signal transduction pathways, their locallipids where multiple signaling molecules concentrate. ization to cytoskeletal filaments, along with some of
The influence of cytoskeletal structures on signaling their substrates (72), presents a model by which signal in vivo is often detected by the effects of specific agents, sequestration mechanisms may be interpreted. In some such as cytochalasin, colchicine, or acrylamide, that selec-cases, glycolytic enzymes may themselves be important tively disrupt actin filaments, microtubules, and IFs, re-mediators of cell response and function. The fundamenspectively. Extending such relatively indirect evidence is tal idea (reviewed in Refs. 147, 165) is that some key an increasing body of data that identifies binding between glycolytic enzymes, in particular, aldolase, glyceraldeelements of signaling pathways, including both receptors hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, lactate dehydrogeand cytoplasmic proteins, with specific cytoskeletal pro-nase (LDH), and phosphofructokinase-1, are sequesteins using both biochemical and genetic methods. Such tered near the hydrated surface of actin filaments (41) specifically defined interactions are emphasized through-within a complex layer containing also some of their out this text.
substrates (see Fig. 1 ). In some cases, binding to F-actin Among the components localized to the cytoskeleton also affects enzymatic activity. The direct relevance of are ribosomes and RNA. Except for a few examples of these interactions to glycolysis in vivo has recently been proteins involved in the translational machinery that inter-demonstrated by specific localization in vivo of aldolase act specifically with cytoskeletal filaments, the reader is with actin stress fibers (166) , the colocalization of glucokinase with cellular actin (154), and the close correlareferred elsewhere for recent reviews of this important in addition to the tight, highly ordered protein-protein bonds more commonly considered to provide specificity to biologically relevant binding events. These same concepts may likewise be crucial to placing the multiple complex associations of signaling factors with the cytoskeleton in a physiological context.
B. Protein Kinases

Tyrosine kinases and Src homology domains
Nonreceptor tyrosine kinases related to pp60src were among the first protein kinases found to translocate to cytoskeletal fractions after activation of cells. Both v-Src and c-Src localize to the cytoskeleton in virus-infected cells, with the latter interaction proposed to be mediated by binding of the c-Src/polyoma middle-T antigen complex to the actin-binding protein vinculin (6) . Differential cytoskeletal binding of c-Src and v-Src depends on differences in both SH2 and catalytic domains, but is independent of the SH3 domain (161) . Release of c-Src may be induced by phosphorylation on Tyr-527 (95). Translocation of c-Src to the cytoskeleton of A172 glioblastoma cells is induced by both platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF), in a process that also activates kinase activity (242) , and stimulation of platelets by thrombin also recruits Src to the actinbased cytoskeleton (84).
In fibroblasts, localization of both v-Src and c-Src to the cell periphery could be blocked by the actindisrupting drug cytochalasin, but not by microtubule destabilization by nocodazole. Cytoskeleton-dependent translocation of Src could also be altered by microinjection of the small GTPase RhoA or by addition of PDGF to serum-starved cells, implicating small G proteins in tion between the changes in the actin filament network this process (59). The Src-related kinases Fyn and Lyn structure and metabolic rates during the cell cycle (17) (95), as well the SH2 domain-containing oncoprotein and in cases of experimental manipulation of cytoskele-Shc, also bind the actin cytoskeleton, as shown in neutal structure (221).
ronal cells, and the kinetics of Shc binding suggest a A striking feature of cytoskeletal localization of some role in mediating cell ruffling in response to growth glycolytic enzymes is that they are not entirely specific to factors (219). In addition, tyrosine phosphorylation of actin filaments. Phosphofructokinase, for example, also the laminin receptor a 6 /b 4 may recruit Shc to the binds to and is inhibited by tubulin and microtubules (124, hemidesmosomal cytoskeleton (143). 237), and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
The oncoprotein Bcr-Abl not only binds F-actin but binds all three filament systems. Although such promiscu-induces redistribution of actin in cells (150). The actinous binding may suggest nonspecific, biologically irrele-binding functions of c-Abl have been localized to three vant association, the accruing evidence that such associa-separate domains, distinct from the SH3 domain. These tions occur in vivo and have metabolic consequences, sites have different binding preferences for G-and Falong with recent demonstration that in some cases single actin and localize to actin-containing structures when point mutations (238) can ablate cytoskeletal binding, ar-expressed in cultured cells (232). The potent binding of gue strongly for the importance of this mode of cytoskele-Abl to the actin cytoskeleton and its ability to reorgatal localization. The concepts developed to explain en-nize the actin matrix suggest a reciprocal relation in zyme sequestration and metabolic channeling emphasize which the actin system sequesters Abl from its nuclear targets, whereas activation of Abl may reorganize the the importance of multiple weak interactions at a surface, cytoskeleton as well as phosphorylate its target pro-vated, phosphorylated PKC-d isoform binds vimentin in phorbol-treated HL-60 cells (163) . In rat basophilic leuketeins. mia cells, PKC-b specifically localizes to vimentin filaments, whereas PKC-a in these same cells localizes to the 2. Protein kinase C and cAMP-dependent actin-rich cortex (206) . Binding of PKC to vimentin is kinase-actin interactions often associated with increased vimentin phosphorylation Some protein kinase C (PKC) isotypes bind to actin (163, 244) . Similarly, a neurofilament-associated kinase is filaments, and this binding appears to be essential for a major cause of neurofilament medium-molecular-weight the translocation of PKC-a to the nucleus of NIH 3T3 subunit phosphorylation (98). In addition to an associafibroblasts treated with phorbol ester (192) . In other cases tion with a-actinin, protein kinase N is identified by a where the target of PKC is in the cytoplasm or the plasma yeast two-hybrid screen as a ligand for the neurofilament membrane, localization to actin filaments (250, 251) acti-low-molecular-weight subunits of neurofilaments and may vates the enzymatic activity of PKC. Protein kinase C-bII, function in altering the neuronal cytoskeleton (153) . In an isotype presumably distinct from the PKC-b bound to all these cases, localization of kinases to the IFs may vimentin (244) , is specifically activated by binding F-actin either enhance phosphorylation efficiency or prevent in-(23) after stimulation by phorbol ester. Protein kinase C-appropriate phosphorylation of soluble factors. In some z translocates to the actin system specifically after stimu-cases, vimentin itself may be one of the main targets for lation by interleukin-2 (83). In the latter case, association the kinases, and localization may be part of the mechaof PKC is needed to stabilize the actin network, and the nism for selective phosphorylation. function of PKC bound to the cytoskeleton is required for Several distinct kinase activities copurify with microglutamate release in neuronal cells stimulated by phorbol tubules, and there is evidence of age-related changes in (216) . Protein kinase C-e is also involved in regulation of this kinase activity (126) . One such kinase activity derives synaptic function, and a specific binding site for F-actin from a subset of mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase is exposed when PKC-e is activated. The anchoring of that binds to microtubules (179) . This bound pool, unlike PKC-e to actin filaments in the nerve ending appears to the soluble pool, is constitutively active (152). In addition, facilitate glutamate release in part by maintaining PKC in the cAMP-dependent kinase regulatory subunit is linked the active state (176).
to microtubules by its interaction with the microtubuleThe cAMP-dependent protein kinase IIb is also linked associated protein MAP2 (140, 159, 188) . to the actin cytoskeleton in both neurons (131) and nonneuronal cells (130) . Rather than a direct binding to Factin, in this case the kinase is linked to the cytoskeleton C. Lipid Kinases and Phospholipases by a kinase anchor protein AKAP75 (76). AKAP75 colocalizes with F-actin and the actin-membrane binding protein Some of the same signals that promote cytoskeletal fodrin and may be directly bound not to actin but to actin-binding of protein kinases also recruit phospholipases and associated protein complexes (130) . An especially inter-lipid kinases to the cytoskeleton. In platelets, thrombin esting cytoskeletal association may occur with protein stimulation causes the association of phospholipase A 2 kinase N. This kinase is implicated as a downstream target (2), phosphatidylinositol (PI) 3-kinase, PI 4-kinase, diacylof the small GTPase Rho, and associated with the cy-glycerol (DAG) kinase, and phospholipase C (PLC) to the toskeletal protein a-actinin, only in conjunction with cytoskeleton during the period when a massive polymerphosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP 2 ), a lipid that ization of actin occurs (7, 84, 96, 156) . Phosphatidylinosiactivates the actin cross-linking function of a-actinin and tol 4-phosphate (PIP) 5-kinase and PLC appear to localize has other effects on the actin system (153) .
before the other enzymes, and the specific activities of both PI 3-and 4-kinases are higher in the cytoskeletal 3. Binding of kinases to microtubules and fraction (84). Much of the PLC activity localized to the intermediate filaments cytoskeleton is the PLC-g isoform that binds the actin cytoskeleton by its COOH-terminal SH2 domain (9, 169), In contrast to other tyrosine kinases such as Src and Abl, which bind the actin cytoskeleton, the tyrosine kinase whereas the isolated SH3 domain is not itself a direct link to filamentous actin (232). The membrane-bound G Yes colocalizes with vimentin IFs, and in microglia, phorbol esters and dibutyryl cAMP stimulate its binding to protein-coupled isoform (PLC-b) also depends on the actin cytoskeleton for its localization and coupling to the G the cellular vimentin network (40). The cGMP-dependent kinase that mediates relaxation of contracted vascular protein (234) . Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase is reversibly recruited to the ADP-stimulated platelet cytoskeleton by smooth muscle cells also binds to vimentin with high affinity (dissociation constant Å 50 nM) (141) . Protein ki-a mechanism not dependent on Rho protein and probably distinct from the thrombin-signaling cascade (71) . Phosnase C binds vimentin in retinal cells (244) , and the acti-phoinositide (PPI) kinase, DAG kinase, and PLC activities D. GTPases also localize to the cytoskeleton of A 431 cells after stimulation by EGF (168) .
The regulation of cytoskeletal structure, in particular Localization of PI 3-kinase to the centrosome and other the various forms of actin-based cytoskeleton, has been intracellular structures depends on its binding to tubulin shown in many cases to be directed by small GTPases of (111, 112). In particular, there appears to be an insulin-the rho family. This regulation has been the subject of stimulated binding of PI 3-kinase to g-tubulin that may be recent reviews (211, 214) . The focus of this section is not involved in regulating microtubule responses to insulin and on how such proteins regulate the cytoskeleton, but on other stimuli (112). A notable aspect of the recruitment of instances in which cytoskeletal localization of GTPases inositol lipid kinases and phospholipases is that the sub-may function in transduction of their signals to other celstrates for these enzymes also copurify with the cytoskele-lular targets. ton, especially after cell stimulation (96, 236) .
Not only are lipid kinases and lipases localized to the 1. Heterotrimeric G proteins cytoskeleton, but their activities are altered by a number A number of heterotrimeric GTPases move onto or of cytoskeletal proteins, especially those associated with off the cytoskeleton of both mammalian and plant cells actin. Phospholipase C-g is strongly inhibited by profilin in response to cell activation (54). The G i-2 a and G s a sub-(81, 82) and gelsolin (8) , and the inhibition by profilin is units distribute to the cytoskeletal fraction of platelets overcome when PLC-g is tyrosine phosphorylated (81). within 1 min after thrombin stimulation as platelets unSimilarly, PLC-d1 and PLC-b1 are inhibited by myristoy-dergo an actin-dependent shape change, followed by bindlated, alanine-rich C-kinase substrate (MARCKS) protein ing of G q a and Gb during platelet aggregation (164) . A by a mechanism involving redistribution of lipid packing similar recruitment of G i a to the cytoskeleton of HL-60 by MARCKS that is reversed by PKC (77). In contrast, the cells occurs after stimulation by formyl-methionyl-leucylmicrotubule binding protein tau acts as a cofactor with phenylalanine (fMLP), which like thrombin signals arachidonate to stimulate PLC-g activity (101), and a pep-through a seven-transmembrane loop receptor (243). G q a tide based on the sequence of PLC-b, homologous to the and G 11 a also bind the actin cytoskeleton of rat mammary PPI binding motif in gelsolin (249), strongly stimulates tumor cells, where association of these G proteins with PLC-b activity (199) (200) (201) . Opposing effects on phospholi-F-actin participates in vasopressin-dependent PLC activity pase D (PLD) activity are produced by gelsolin (208) , (102). In contrast to these examples of G proteins rewhich stimulates, and fodrin (139) , which inhibits, this cruited to the cytoskeleton, the G n a subunit of neutrophils enzyme. Lipid kinase activity is also altered by actin-bind-is concentrated on the cytoskeleton of unstimulated neuing proteins. Profilin and gelsolin, which inhibit PLC-g, trophils and is released as actin polymerization and redisboth stimulate PI 3-kinase activity (202) . A conjunction tribution are stimulated by fMLP binding (189). In many of these effects in vivo would lead to an upregulation of cases, the activated form of the G protein is selectively phosphorylated inositol lipids when these proteins are bound to the cytoskeleton, and there is evidence that cybound to PPIs at times when phosphoinositide turnover toskeletal interactions may directly participate in this actiis stimulated.
vation. Specifically, a direct interaction between tubulin The numerous effects of PPI-regulated cytoskeletal and the bg-subunits of G s and G i-1 can transfer a GTP proteins on inositol lipid kinases suggest many possibilit-from tubulin to the a-subunit of the G protein (186). In ies for stimulation or inhibition of lipid-cytoskeletal com-this way, the cytoskeleton may act not only to localize plexes at sites such as focal adhesions. Several proteins these signaling proteins but promote their activation at that make up the complexes linking activated integrins to specific sites (187). the cytoskeleton, including talin (113, 215), vinculin (75), and a-actinin (65, 66), bind PIP 2 and in some cases are 2. Small GTPases activated by this lipid to bind F-actin. At the same time, activated integrins recruit PIP 5-kinase and strongly inSmall G proteins also undergo reversible association crease cellular PIP 2 levels (149). A mechanism in which with the cytoskeleton. In part, this activity is likely related initial formation of PPIs by kinases activated at specific to the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton by rho, rac, transmembrane receptors recruits cytoskeleton-mem-and cdc42 (reviewed in Ref. 214 ), but localization of these brane linkers that also enhance lipid kinase activity would and other GTPases may also direct them to other targets lead to stimulation of these assemblies at highly localized or regulatory elements. Similar to the translocation of sites. A similar mechanism may also affect binding of PIP 2 -trimeric G proteins, the small GTPase rap2B binds to the bound ezrin/radixin/moesin-related proteins (158) to their cytoskeleton of platelets stimulated by thrombin, but in transmembrane targets such as intracellular adhesion this case, recruitment also requires binding of fibrinogen to the GPIIb/IIa integrin (222). Two other unidentified molecules (94) or CD44 (97).
small G proteins copurify with the cytoskeleton of resting ated by increased PPI metabolism, consistent with the cytoskeletal dependence of phospholipases, cited above, platelets and bind increasing amounts of GTP after thrombin stimulation (177). In at least some cases, binding of that produce inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP 3 ) and subsequent release of [Ca 2/ ] from intracellular stores (233) . small GTPases to the cytoskeleton is mediated by linker proteins, including WASP (210), n-chimerin (117) , and the On the other hand, some aspects of IP 3 -dependent Ca 2/ release require an intact actin and microtubule system, as ras GTPase-activating protein homolog IQGAP2, which contains a potential actin binding site homologous to that shown by the inhibitory effects of both cytochalasin and colchicine on IP 3 -dependent Ca 2/ release in saponin-perin calponin (27) . The multiplicity of GTPases and associated proteins that undergo regulated binding to the cy-meabilized platelets (25). The latter result is consistent with studies of Ca 2/ release in permeabilized hepatocytes toskeleton suggests that these events are not entirely related to signals directly leading to cytoskeletal reorganiza-which suggest that the cytoskeleton is required for luminal communication between intracellular stores to allow tion but may serve other purposes to sequester and organize elements of signaling pathways. maximal release of Ca 2/ by IP 3 (87). The assumption that intracellular Ca 2/ is released entirely by independent IP 3 receptor-containing internal organelles has been chal-
Elongation factors
lenged by findings that the IP 3 receptor of intact hepatoAt least two eukaryotic elongation factors involved cytes is primarily at the plasma membrane and that rein protein synthesis in the cytoplasm are linked to cy-lease from intracellular stores is achieved by a mechanical toskeletal filaments, and evidence that this interaction af-link from IP 3 -sensitive channels at the plasma membranes fects the function of both the cytoskeleton and the protein to ryanodine-sensitive channels in the endoplasmic reticutranslation machinery is beginning to accrue. In human lum mediated by the cytoskeleton (118) . skin fibroblasts, elongation factor (EF)-2 transits from the A direct effect of the cytoskeleton, and F-actin in nucleus to all three cytoskeletal filament types as cells particular, on Ca 2/ release is supported by the finding that move from a proliferative state to G 0 (195). Colocalization intracellular release of Ca 2/ in neutrophils stimulated by of EF-2 with actin filament bundles is evident by immuno-aggregated IgG binding to the Fc receptor is not mediated cytochemistry and is disrupted by cytochalasin (194, 196) . by IP 3 but is inhibited by cytochalasin (181) . In contrast, Direct binding of EF-2 to F-actin assayed by sedimenta-the IP 3 -dependent release stimulated by fMLP is unaftion is stimulated by guanosine 5-O-(3-thiotriphosphate), fected by cytochalasin (181) . A role for actin in signaling competitively inhibited by EF-1a, but unaffected by ADP-from the Fc receptor is further supported by the finding ribosylation of EF-2 that causes a block of protein synthe-that the target of bromophenacyl bromide, a potent inhibisis (12). Elongation factor-1a also binds tightly and bun-tor of leukocyte activation and Fc receptor-mediated Ca 2/ dles F-actin in a pH-and calmodulin-dependent manner release, is L-plastin, an actin filament binding and bundling (55, 119, 137, 155) , and the Dictyostelium isoform of EF-protein (182) . How the function of plastin, itself a Ca 2/ -1a was identified as a protein mediating actin cytoskeletal dependent protein, relates to Ca 2/ release is not yet bundling in response to cell stimulation (247). An im-known. A very recent result suggests that the actin cyportant link between cytoskeletal regulation and control toskeleton may not only regulate Ca 2/ release but may of protein synthesis is suggested by the finding that actin itself be part of the intracellular Ca 2/ store (120). Despite filament binding inhibits the interaction of EF-1a with the large differences in bulk concentrations of intracelluaminoacyl-tRNA (137). A further link to signaling path-lar free Mg 2/ and Ca 2/ , the probability that actin subunits ways controlling protein synthesis is a report that a cy-near the cell membrane may bind Ca 2/ and then incorpotoskeleton-bound activator of PIP 5-kinase in plants is rate into filaments would allow accumulation of several highly homologous to EF-1a (248). Elongation factor-1a micromolar Ca 2/ in the nearly millimolar pool of actin. and EF-2 also bind microtubules, and EF-1a was identified This pool of Ca 2/ would be released when the actin filaas a factor capable of severing microtubules in vitro (198 Reference 78 for how actin filaments may affect Ca 2/ inwhich exogenous purified actin has been added to the cytoplasmic side of channels excised from the cell mem-flux resulting from mechanical stresses is shown in Figure  2 . In this model, application of a mechanical stress at the brane have in numerous cases directly confirmed an effect of cytoskeletal filaments.
plasma membrane of a resting cell causes deformation of channels in the plasma membrane that results in Ca 2/
One indirect way that cytoskeletal changes alter ion influx. In these cells, a sustained mechanical stress leads conductivity is by altering the delivery, expression, or to assembly of two distinct structures: contractile eleclustering of channel proteins at the plasma membrane ments containing actin filaments that create an opposing (64, 128, 203) . Lateral mobility of channels in the plasma force and an elastic network that resists subsequent applimembrane may be limited by interactions either with the cation of the external stress. As the stress is transmitted three-dimensional cytoskeleton or the two-dimensional to the newly formed three-dimensional cytoskeleton, it is spectrin/fodrin-actin network underlying the plasma directed away from the plasma membrane, and the deformembrane lipid bilayer, as suggested by reports of chanmation of membrane elements near the site of force is nel proteins interacting with ankyrin (51, 207) (see Table  now insufficient to activate Ca 2/ influx. 1). More direct effects on channel conductance, open probability, or inactivation have been found in several
One context in which mechanical effects on the cytoskeleton regulate ion fluxes is volume regulation after cases where either the actin or microtubule system has been altered. Some of these results are summarized in osmotic stress. Although the elastic modulus of the cytoskeleton is probably too low (1,000-10,000 Pa in some Table 1 . Although it is probably premature to infer general patterns in these studies, there appears to be a trend to cell types and lower in others) to prevent volume changes caused by osmotic imbalance (10,000 Pa/mosM), its presactivate Na / channels by actin-destabilizing drugs such as cytochalasins and to block this effect by the actin-ence as an elastic element provides the cell with a countering tension and a memory of the undeformed state, at stabilizing drug phalloidin or by adding F-actin itself. This is certainly not a strict rule, since short actin filaments least for the time that the cross-linked cytoskeleton remains intact. It is not surprising, therefore, that the cyactivate rather than prevent Na / channel opening in some cases (16), and a consensus for how such effects takes toskeleton affects ion transport in volume regulation (33, 43, 92, 129, 193) . Among the clearest evidence for a meplace has not been reached. In contrast, K / channels are inactivated by a disrupted actin cytoskeleton caused ei-chanical function comes from the finding that melanoma cells containing approximately normal amounts of cyther by cytochalasin or by the loss of expression of the major actin cross-linking protein ABP280 (33). Chloride toskeletal filaments and ion channels, but lacking the cross-linking protein ABP280 that provides rigidity to the channels, like Na / channels, are more frequently activated by cytochalasin and inactivated by increasing actin cross cell cortex, fail to volume regulate under hypotonic conditions. Transfection of ABP280 to these cells restores this linking, but again, there are exceptions to a simple interpretation, since F-actin itself can also activate some Cl 0 capacity (33). channel activity.
Whether the effects of the cytoskeleton on ion channel activity are a direct mechanical effect or an indirect In several cases where the effects of cytochalasin have been compared with those of nocodazole or col-effect due to such changes as regulation of kinases sequestered at the cytoskeleton remains a controversial issue. chicine, microtubule disruption has not been found to affect Na / , K / , or Cl 0 channels. However, disruption of There are reports that the cytoskeleton has no effect on channel activity and reports that ion conductance through microtubules has been reported to enhance the activity of both Ca 2/ (73, 218) and Cl 0 (92, 109) channels in channels within a lipid bilayer can be altered by bilayer some cases. dilation in the absence of any internal network (162) . On the other hand, there are intriguing hypotheses that actin An intriguing hypothesis for how disruption of actin may activate K / channels is by release of protein kinase filaments and microtubules could directly transmit ion fluxes because of their polyelectrolyte nature and the A (PKA) bound to the actin (175) . In this model, the regulation depends not only on a link of actin to the receptor, presence of a condensed counterion cloud (133) . Although such effects appear plausible from a physicalbut on changing localization of a cytoskeleton-bound signaling kinase, as discussed in section IIB. chemical than molecules impinging on the cell surface that are later transduced to the biochemical reactions leading to acute cellular responses. In addition, acute or sustained application of forces such as the shear stress produced by vascular fluid flow often leads to remodeling of cell morphology or to expression of specific genes (45, 106, 220). The cytoskeleton is not the only structure capable of detecting and transducing such stimuli, and a number of membranebound molecules such as phospholipase A 2 (125) and alamethicin (162) can directly react to stresses within the lipid bilayer. However, for mechanical transduction to the cell interior, a three-dimensional elastic structure is required. In all these cases, signaling depends on elastic coupling between the site where the forces are applied and the potentially distant point at which the first biochemical change occurs (144). Recent elegant work has shown a direct effect of forces on the structure and function of individual molecules (14). Strong cases have been made for effects of tension in axonal development (93, 231) and for specific stress-induced acute responses (48, 49) and gene regulatory elements in endothelial cells (178). This section focuses on a few examples of such mechanical signaling and attempts to provide a context by which to evaluate how the cytoskeleton contributes to these signals.
One role of the cytoskeleton in mechanical stressinduced signaling is a direct elastic coupling from the site of the force applied at the cell membrane to the site of ultimate response, at a distant plasma membrane site, an internal organelle, or within the nucleus. The case for such a mechanical continuity has recently received strong support from findings of nuclear deformation caused by application of force at the plasma membrane (85, 144). In these studies, compressive (85) or elongational forces (144) applied to the plasma membrane of surface-attached cells led immediately to displacement of internal organelles (144) and deformation of the nucleus. Nuclear deformation was preserved in cells treated by both cytochalasin and nocodazole, suggesting that IFs alone are capable of linking the nucleus to the cell membrane, as has been proposed for many years (reviewed in Refs. 223, 224). Remarkably, although the elastic modulus of the nucleus is nearly 10 times higher than that of the cyto- the stiffness of the nucleus, suggesting that cytoskeletal proteins may have a direct effect on nuclear structure. biological ion signaling remains a challenge for future The relation between forces and cell functions mediated work.
by the cytoskeleton has recently been extensively reviewed in terms of a theory emphasizing the analogy be-V. SENSING AND TRANSMITTING tween cell structure and constructs combining elastic con-MECHANICAL STRESSES tinuity with internal stress called tensegrity elements (104, 105). A primary signal to many cell types is mechanical.
Senses of hearing and touch are initiated by forces rather
Alternative models for responses to mechanical sig- http://physrev.physiology.org/ Downloaded from nals arise from evidence that signaling enzymes such as suggesting that chemical changes leading to stronger contraction, in addition to or instead of release of the conprotein kinases (18) or lipid kinases and hydrolases (21), which may or may not be bound to the cytoskeleton, alter straint against contraction, promote the shape change resulting from microtubule depolymerization (115) . their activation in response to mechanical stress. In the latter case, the initiating event may require the cytoskeleton, but the proximal signaling events are mediated by VI. THE CYTOSKELETON AND APOPTOSIS soluble messengers similar or identical to those generated by biochemical first messengers. There is no necessary contradiction in these results, and as in most cellular sig-A hallmark of programmed cell death is an alteration naling pathways, a number of distinct, interrelated signals of the cytoskeleton frequently resulting in membrane may achieve the same outcome or modulate each other's blebbing (122, 127, 229, 230) . It is not yet clear whether functions.
these cytoskeletal changes are primarily a result of the One example of the interplay between mechanical activation of proteases and signaling molecules involved and chemical messages is provided by studies of signaling in apoptosis, or whether, instead, the reorganization of by integrin-based focal adhesion sites (29, 39) . Binding of the cytoskeleton is a necessary event in order for the integrins by appropriate extracellular ligands is a neces-apoptotic program to proceed. A number of recent experisary part of establishing an adhesive contact, but occupa-ments suggest that the latter, more active role of the cytion of the extracellular ligand binding site is not sufficient toskeleton takes place in at least some cases of apoptosis. to construct a normal link between the membrane and All three cytoskeletal filaments are reorganized or the cytoskeleton. What is also apparently needed is me-degraded in apoptosis. In lung cancer and neuroblastoma chanical tension (103). An early demonstration of this cell lines, cytokeratins and vimentin aggregate and derequirement was made by applying shear forces to beads grade at early stages of apoptosis concomitant with expobearing integrin binding peptides (239) . Applying elonga-sure of phosphatidylserine on the cell surface (230). Kerational stresses on collagen-coated beads bound to the dor-tins can also become specifically phosphorylated during sal cell surface actively promotes the assembly of actin apoptosis (132) , and experimental aggregation of cytokerstress fibers (Fig. 2) (78) , and the strength of the mem-atin or vimentin by overexpression of filagrin (46) or inbrane-cytoskeleton links depends on the rigidity of the toxication of Sertoli cells by mono-(2-ethylhexyl)phthalextracellular material to which the cell is attached (37). ate can alter the course of apoptosis (180) without largeThese results support the remarkable idea that mechani-scale alteration of either microtubules or F-actin. cal tension, possibly controlled by such factors as activa-A relation between the microtubule system and tion of myosin by rho and its downstream kinase targets, apoptosis has received particular attention in part benot only pulls the cytoskeleton against an already estab-cause of the clinical importance of tubulin-directed drugs lished adhesion site, but contributes to construct the focal in treatment of human cancers (74, 225) . Disruption of adhesion site in the first place (29, 39) .
microtubule turnover by drugs such as taxol, vincristine, How the cytoskeleton senses and responds to tension and vinblastine leads to phosphorylation of Raf1 and BCl2 generated at adhesion sites is not known, and one hypoth-associated with cell death (22, 88) . Degradation of tubulin esis is that the structure of the cell in general and at these itself can occur during very early stages of apoptosis in sites in particular is governed by the balance between neuronal cells treated with glutamate (3). How the disrupload-bearing and tension-generating elements (105). In tion of microtubules leads to the later stages of apoptosis this case, altering one of these elements could produce is not known, but evidence that diffusible factors may be large-scale structural changes independent of biochemical released as the result of changes in microtubule polymerreactions or cytoskeletal disassembly. This concept is ization (121) is consistent with the hypothesized role of consistent with findings that depolymerization of microtu-microtubules in sequestering signals in other contexts bules increases contractility of cells and promotes focal (115, 183) . adhesion formation (19), but other evidence suggests that
The disruption of the actin system during cell death this response is more complex than purely mechanical. has recently been related to specific changes in actin bindChanges in stabilization of microtubules can affect the ing proteins, and a direct link between actin depolymerizacontraction of the actin-rich cortex of macrophages even tion and DNA degradation has been suggested. Actin is a at sites so far from the microtubules that a direct mechani-prominent substrate for caspases in vitro and in vivo (28, cal coupling seems unlikely, and the dependence of one 36, 114, 146), but in several cell types, actin resists cleavfilament system on the other may depend more on an age during apoptosis, although it is readily cleaved by as yet unidentified diffusible signal (183) . The increased interleukin-1b-converting enzyme (ICE)-like proteases in contractility that results when microtubules depolymerize vitro (205) . Disruption of the actin system by cytochalasin D (190) or sphinxolides (252) can induce apoptosis in involves increased myosin light-chain phosphorylation, cultured cells, suggesting that depolymerization of actin ber and strength of these adhesions. The particular involvement of the actin system is strongly suggested by may activate this process. The possibility that destabilizing actin is important for apoptosis is strengthened by the the finding that overexpression of several actin-binding proteins that stabilize focal adhesions appears to have finding that overexpression of the actin monomer binding protein thymosin beta-10 can accelerate apoptosis (90). antitumerigenic effects that are reviewed in Reference 15, and changes in actin binding protein expression are a Furthermore, the actin filament-severing protein gelsolin is cleaved by caspase-3/32-kDa cysteine protease protein common and dramatic feature of transformation by some oncogenes (34, 108, 228). (CPP32) to generate a fragment no longer requiring activation by Ca 2/ that leads to morphological changes in apoThree distinct ways in which elements of the cytoskeleptotic cells (116) . On the other hand, overexpression of ton may be involved in nuclear signaling are illustrated in intact gelsolin can inhibit apoptosis and block the activa- Figure 3 . Although the particular examples focus on individtion of CPP32 (160) . Cleavage of another actin-associated ual filament types and particular proteins that interact with protein, Gas2, by ICE-like proteases can also activate it them, it is important to stress that in vivo these filaments to disrupt the actin cytoskeleton (26).
are often extensively intertwined, and perturbations of one The fact that actin filament pointed ends bind DNase system often perturb the structure of the other, usually by 1 and that ATP-bound monomeric actin is a potent inhibi-mechanisms that are not understood (80). tor of DNase 1 (123, 134, 172 ) has led to a specific model A direct cytoskeletal signal is possible because of the to relate actin cytoskeleton breakdown to the degradation continuous link from the nuclear membrane or the nuof nuclear DNA (89, 145, 170). In this scenario, destruction clear matrix to sites of cell membrane/cytoskeletal anof functional G-actin and loss of filament ends would liber-chors mediated most often by IFs (57, 58). This interconate DNase 1 from the cytoskeleton and permit its entry nection has been evident for many years, but whether a into the nucleus. Proteins such as thymosins may augment physical deformation, not mediated by the actions of soluthis process (89), and gelsolin can activate actin-inhibited ble factors, can regulate gene expression in vivo is an DNase 1 in vitro (50) .
unresolved matter. On the other hand, the physical eviAlthough several lines of evidence show an im-dence that such mechanical links exist continues to accuportant link between cytoskeletal integrity and cell via-mulate. The biochemical features of IF proteins, including bility, the molecular mechanisms for this link are likely their remarkably strong biochemical interactions with seto be numerous. In a broad sense, they may separate quence-specific DNA, histones, and lipids suggests that into two classes of events, either primarily mechanical such a link may have far-reaching consequences, and two or chemical. In the latter, signaling molecules or en-extensive and thoughtful recent reviews make the case zymes essential for nuclear or cytoplasmic breakdown for such a possibility (223, 224). This hypothesis is are sequestered or inhibited by the cytoskeleton. Dis-strengthened by the findings that the elastic continuity of ruption of the cytoskeleton by any means would then the cell persists even when the actin and microtubule liberate or activate these sequestered elements and systems are destabilized (144) and that there is a mechaniallow them to reach their targets. A more directly me-cal link between desmin IFs and chromatin in cardiac chanical role is suggested by the requirement for appro-myocytes (24). priately arranged extracellular contacts to prevent cell Other mechanisms by which cytoskeletal structure death (35). In this model, the mechanical tension pro-may control gene expression are illustrated by two other duced at sites of cell-cell or cell-matrix contact is trans-examples shown in Figure 3 . In addition to the requiremitted by an intact cytoskeleton throughout the cell. ment for an intact actin cytoskeleton for nuclear targeting Loss of the mechanical integrity of the cytoskeleton of PKC-a discussed in section IIB2 (192), a second examwould then alter the signals mediated by this tension.
ple of how the actin system may mediate transcription regulation has recently been identified from studies of b-catenin, a protein localized at cell-cell contacts by its VII. CYTOSKELETAL ROLE IN SIGNALING TO association with cadherin (1, 86). Although b-catenin does THE NUCLEUS not directly bind actin, it is anchored to the cytoskeleton through cadherin and a-catenin. Displacement of b-catenin from cell-cell contact sites due to mutations in cadThe intimate relation between cell shape and gene herin or to posttranslational modifications of either proexpression has generally been thought to be mediated in tein can promote its association with the transcription part by the cytoskeleton, since this is probably the only factor lymphoid enhancer-binding factor (LEF-1) (11), recellular structure directly linking the surface of the cell sulting in transport of the b-catenin/LEF-1 complex to the to the nucleus. Likewise, inhibition of cell growth by connucleus. This finding together with the demonstrations tacts is likely to require the cytoskeleton, since cytoskeletal connections enable a mechanical sensing of the num-that b-catenin binds c-erbB-2 (197) posis coli protein (100) and is homologous to Drosophila VIII. CONCLUSIONS armadillo protein implicate it in a number of important signaling events (67) that have recently been reviewed One point that emerges from considering the multi-(5, 245).
tude of factors bound to the cytoskeleton is that aside In the previous two examples, activation for transport from matters of spatial sequestration, the functional conto the nucleus requires modification of the target protein to sequences of this binding may not be evident from the release it or translocate it on an intact cytoskeleton. A differ-binary reaction alone. Because the cytoskeleton is so ent mechanism appears to function in the cytoskeletal con-large, and its surface area bears a high negative charge trol of nuclear import of the transcription factor NFkB. In density, it can accommodate a large number of structurthe resting cell, NFkB is held inactive in the cytoplasm by ally diverse molecules and thus act as a catalytic surface its association with the inhibitory factor IkB. Stability of as well as a protein cofactor. Membrane-cytoskeleton IkB apparently depends on its anchorage to microtubules, complexes such as focal adhesions, cell-cell junctions, possibly by its ankyrin repeat domain (185) . When microtu-and caveoli appear to be sites where signaling molecules bules depolymerize, IkB is released, becomes degraded, and concentrate to execute a coordinated function, and formation of such complexes may require both proteins and releases NFkB to allow its nuclear import. 
